Curriculum Map Year 1

English

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Down at the bottom of the garden

Down at the bottom of the garden

Narrative- Stories with predictable phrasing
Non-fiction- Labels, lists and captions and Recounts
Poetry- vocabulary building and rhyming couplets

Maths

Spring 1

Spring 2

The Wonder Emporium The Wonder Emporium She Sells Sea Shells
Narrative- Contemporary fiction- stories reflecting the
children’s own experience
Non-fiction- Reports and Instructions
Poetry- vocabulary building and rhyming couplets

Seasonal changes

She Sells Sea Shells

Narrative- traditional tales- Fairy tales
Non-fiction- Reports and Explanations
Poetry- Vocabulary building and Take One Poet (poetry
appreciation)

Seasonal changes

Plants
We are treasure hunters

History
/Geography

We are painters

Locational knowledge

Thanking God for nature

Seasonal changes

Materials
We are TV chefs

Geographical skills and fieldwork
RE

Summer 2

Number and place value, addition and subtraction, recognising coins, solving Number and place value, statistics, addition and subtraction, Number and place value, addition and subtraction, recalling
practical problems involving length, height, weight, mass and time, counting solving practical problems involving length, height, weight,
doubles and halves of all numbers to 10, naming halves and
in 2s and using doubles of numbers to 10, understanding halves, using
mass and time including putting events in chronological order, quarters of objects, measuring lengths, heights, mass, weight,
familiar shapes and objects to create patterns, describing position,
memorising double and halves of numbers to 10, solving
capacity and volume, recognising and using language relating to
direction and movement.
problems involving multiplication and division, recognising and days of the week and months of the year, recognising and know
naming halves and quarters of objects, recognising and
the value of coins and notes, recognising 2D and 3D shapes,
naming common 2D and 3D shapes.
describing position, movement and direction.

Science

ICT

Summer 1

Light & Christmas

Animals, including humans
We are collectors

Weather patterns

We are celebrating

Lives of significant individuals

Geographical skills and fieldwork
Belonging

We are storytellers

The world’s continents and oceans

Easter

Books and stories

PE

Dance

Gymnastics

D&T

Structures- freestanding structures- link to animals- making enclosure or
home for animals- making a playground for minibeasts or fairies that live at
the bottom of the garden.

Mechanisms- Wheels and axles- making push/pull toys or

Food- preparing fruit and vegetables- using fruit and

vehicles for imaginary/story characters

vegetables from different parts of the world- link to

3D Form – Sculpture
Artist Focus – Georgia O’Keefe/Andy Goldsworthy/

Textiles and collage

Art

Games/Athletics

Geography- to make product.
Drawing and printing
Artist Focus – Impressionists

Music

PSHE

Voices

We’re all stars!

Voices

Be friendly, be wise

Living long, living strong

Voices

Daring to be different

Dear Diary

Joining in and joining up

